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1 Changes to foods
1.
Aged Beef
Japan Holstein inner thigh beef
(after 5 days of dry ageing)
Overall
No
unpleasant
smell

Aging Booster
Conventional ageing

Tenderness

No
change
in taste

Juiciness

Aged flavour

Umami
Rich flavour

Japan Holstein inner thigh beef
(after 10 days of wet ageing)
No
unpleasant
smell

Overall

Aging booster
Conventional ageing

Tendernes
s

No
change
in taste

Juiciness

Aged
flavour

Umami
Rich flavour

Source： Japan Meat Science & Technology Institute
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Uses in Various Foods
Wine
Beef
Noticeably different to other aged beef
in terms of umami
umami, fat content and
aroma

A new aroma and smooth
texture

Yuba (tofu skin)
Noticeable difference. Creamy
texture and sweet taste

Source: The Professional Cooking magazine January
2021 (Shibata publishing)
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Uses in Various Foods
Mozzarella
Both the mozzarella and its
brine have a mild flavour and
silky appearance

Japanese Green Eyes Fish
Fresh, full of umami and
tender on the inside

Spanish Mackerel and
Dried Mullet Roe
Increased umami flavour,
reduced lipid oxidisation and
odourless

Perfect for keeping blue fish fresh
(usually it does not keep for long)

Source: The Professional Cooking magazine, January 2021 edition
(Shibata publishing)

Maintains freshness,
preserves and matures all at
once
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2. How it works
A i
Ageing
Heating by
directly
applying
microwaves

The outer surface is
cooled while the
inside is heated

Cool air

・Enzymes
Enzymes are activated,
speeding up the ageing process

The vibration from the
・The
microwaves increases
mellowness

・Reduced free water content
releases umami and reduces
rotting

・Cools the outer surface and
slows down the rotting process
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Device Specifications
・Outer Dimensions : w 475 x d 555 x h 1197mm
・Ageing Device
： w 350 x d 309 x h 366mm
・Power
Power Supply
： AC100V 50/60Hz
・Maximum Energy Rating
： 350W
・Weight
： 70kg
High Frequency Output
： up to 50W
・High
・Ageing Device Temperature ： between -5 and 10℃
・Refrigerator Temperature ： between 0 and 10℃
g g Temperature
p
： between 0 and 25℃
・Ageing
・Ageing Device Air Flow
： between 0.6 and
1.7m/s

Control panel

Ageing Device

Storage
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3. Current Sales
1. See the Aging Booster
Our Tokyo Office（Shimbashi）or Hoshizaki (Ōsaki)
2. Trial Period
One month free trial period to experiment with new foods（only in
Japan））
3. Current sales
Available in Japan only (market price approx. 2 million yen)
4. Future plans
Developing a bigger device
Overseas sales
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